
Brexit: The DP implications
The UK’s EU referendum will take place on 23 June 2016.  As
Brexit fever takes hold, Alex Brown and Hermione Coutts look
at implications for data protection compliance.

Before getting into the specific
issues relating to data protec-
tion it is worth setting out

some general considerations. The
first is that no-one can currently say
exactly what the outcome of an “out”
vote would be. The consequences of
a Brexit will stem largely from how

the UK government chooses to
maintain its relationship with the EU
post-Brexit. There is likely to be a
period of perhaps two years between
a referendum outcome in favour of
an exit and the final departure of the

New restrictions on disclosures
of personal data to non-EU
courts will not apply in the UK
UK opt out of GDPR’s article 43a may have an impact on where
multinational businesses decide to store their data within the EU.
Tim Hickman and Kathleen Hamann explain.

One of the more controversial
portions of the EU’s forth-
coming General Data Pro-

tection Regulation (GDPR) is a pro-
vision restricting the ability of EU
businesses to comply with demands

from non-EU courts for the produc-
tion of documents containing per-
sonal data. However, following a
recent announcement by the UK
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UK-EU relationship: 
What will happen? 
The message from the ICO is clear: whatever the UK’s position will be
in relation to the European Union, the UK will need a high level of
data protection and companies should not delay their preparations for
the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) as a result of the
looming EU referendum in June (p.18). In this issue, our contributors
analyse the options should Brexit happen, and what it would mean for
data protection legislation (p. 1). On the international front, if the EU-
US Privacy Shield enters into force, as is looking likely, and Brexit
takes place, the UK government would be likely to apply for an EU
adequacy decision. More on the Privacy Shield on p.13.

As part of GDPR preparations, the ICO says that organisations
should ensure that they have the right procedures in place to detect,
report and investigate data breaches. But the data breach provisions in
the GDPR are not 100% clear – read an analysis on p.21.   

Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA) have a prominent role in the new
DP regime. HP Labs has been working on a PIA tool (p.15). Users of
different PIA methods report on their practical experience (p.17). 

A thorny issue in the GDPR is article 43a, which applies to any
decision of a non-EU court or authority requiring an EU business to
produce documents containing personal data (p.1). The UK has
decided not to opt-in. Similar carve outs will be seen in other areas too
as the GDPR includes many options for Member States to make their
own implementation decisions. This is one of the topics that will be
discussed at the PL&B conferences in London and Birmingham,
organised together with law firm, Browne Jacobson. See dates and
times in the flyer or at www.privacylaws.com/pon43

The final version of the GDPR has a less onerous requirement to
appoint a Data Protection Officer than was previously envisaged. But
all public sector organisations are required to make this appointment,
see p. 7. However, the Regulation will allow for appointing an external
DPO, a model that has been successfully used in Germany.  This may
be easier and cheaper for companies but not necessarily best for DP
compliance. 

Finally, see p.10 for an employee data surgery which provides some
useful Q&A on how to process employee data and stay within the law. 

Laura Linkomies, Editor
PRIvACy LAwS & BUSInESS 
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